Finding Your Voice: What Every Woman Needs To Live Her God-Given Passions Out Loud
In a culture that praises blending in over standing out, productivity over purpose, and noise over truth, many women find their God-given voice compromised, quieted, or even mocked. We all long to live out our divinely designed passions and unique talents, yet too often it becomes so much easier in the face of opposition to stay silent altogether. What if God is calling you to so much more? As a working mom, wife, artist, and abolitionist, Natalie Grant has struggled to live on purpose while battling the worldly demands of keeping up the appearance of perfection. Emerging from her own dark spiral of suffocating inadequacy, Natalie found fresh hope in the truth that God has already given women everything they need to live out their God-given identity, passions, and calling. Finding Your Voice offers the heart-rallying, life-giving truth that a woman’s voice is not an uncalled for interference to be silenced, but a gift to be used for God’s Kingdom purposes. In voice lessons as in life, a strong vocal identity requires us to first stand firm, breath deep, and finally, go for it “loud and clear.” With rich scriptural study and personal stories infusing every chapter, Finding Your Voice reveals how to discover your own unique talent, train it according to God’s Word, and start using it for the good of others “without guilt and apology.
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Customer Reviews

I know this is a God thing that I happened to read this book at this point in my life. It brought me to my knees and made me ask if I was really seeking God’s will. This is so thought provoking. Natalie showed me new things in scriptures I have heard for years. Considering my current situation, this story gave me hope for the future. I just have to keep my eye on Him. Highly recommend!

Finding Your Voice: What Every Woman Needs to Live Her God-Given Passions Out Loud by Natalie Grant is a book about living for God’s calling, instead of bowing to the pressures of the world. The chapters in the book are: Learning to Listen, Trusting Your Potential, Finding Your Thrive Zones, Training in the Wilderness, Caring for Your Instrument from the Inside Out (a helpful chapter about health habits), Aligning Your Assets, Quality Check: It’s How You Say It, Working the Stage: Engage, Connect, Grow; Beauty in the Breaking, and Finding Your Song. Grant’s life story is very interesting. She’s not only a singer—she’s also an abolitionist, and part of her book brings to light the terrible issue of trafficking. Grant also shares stories from her own life, such as her struggle with bulimia, which will no doubt help others suffering from eating disorders. It is very evident that Grant is passionate about life, and she writes with passion and enthusiasm. Finding Your Voice is a reminder that people need to listen to God’s voice in their lives. The book analyzes cultural mores and compares them to Scripture. Grant’s manner of writing comes across as friendly and helpful, and is somewhat reminiscent of a Beth Moore book. As the subtitle suggests, Finding Your Voice is geared toward women, and is the type of book that might be used in a women’s Bible study.*I received this book for review*

Doing it as bible study.

LOVE IT!
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